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We Are Safeguru. 

We listen and understand your needs
to provide the best solution. 

We digitalise processes, optimise 
resources and deliver faster results. 

We generate efficiency, promote 
technology and support innovation. 

We stand for quality and believe
in excellence.   

We protect the health and life of
people at work.

We build a safer future. 

We are at the beginning
of the change. 

https://safeguru.co.uk/


Safeguru solves the current needs of workplace 
health and safety.

We digitalise processes and optimise resources. 

We confidently collaborate with you for your 
peace of mind and people’s well-being.

Quality guarantee 
The quality of our products ensures the return on investment. 

Technological efficiency 
We optimise and facilitate your transactions, all in one place.

Individual customer service 
A reliable team is at your service to provide you with 
personalised advice.

We solve problems 
We understand your day-to-day business and deliver 
customised results.



GUARANTEED
SERVICE

We listen to your needs and offer you 
personalised solutions in workplace 

safety and workwear.

Delivery within 
24 hours

Technical advice

Customised stock Product training

Order trackingFree returns of 
stock products



Each company requires different safety 
solutions that adapt to their unique needs.

At the A-SAFE Group, we are a 360º safety 
provider. We listen and understand the needs 

of our clients to offer tailor-made solutions.

We strive to create the safest and most 
advanced workplaces in the world.

We believe in the problem solved.

WE ARE

Ingenuity built to deliver a safer future

https://www.asafe.com/es-es/
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WORK
WEAR

When it comes to buying workwear, comfort is vital.

Work clothing should also be stylish and never 
restrict movement.

Quality plays a huge role in comfort and usability.

All of our workwear is made from soft, lightweight 
fabrics that are breathable and easy to care for.

Ultimate utility is the aim of these multi-pocket work 
trousers. Designed to be tough and hard-wearing 
with abrasion-resistant CORDURA kneepad pockets.

Essentials Knee Pocket 
Work Trousers

Comfortable short sleeve work polo shirt with 
HiVisTex reflective tape. Made of breathable fabric 
that is ideal for warm working conditions.

Short Sleeve Hi-Vis 
Polo Shirt RT22

Bomber style hi-vis work jacket. Made of water-
resistant polyester with waterproof taped seams 

and a padded lining for extra comfort and warmth. 

Hi-Vis Bomber 
Jacket UC804

Comfortable high visibility long sleeve polo shirt. 
Made of high quality material that is durable, 
breathable and ideal for warm working conditions.

Long Sleeve Hi-Vis 
Polo Shirt S277

HIGH VISIBILITY

WORK TROUSERS

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/workwear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/essentials-knee-pocket-work-trousers-cat?color=dark-shadowblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/classic-trademark-logo-t-shirt-cat?color=dark-heather-grey
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/short-sleeve-hi-vis-polo-shirt-rt22-portwest?color=orange
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/hi-vis-bomber-jacker-uneek-clothing-uc804?color=orange
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/long-sleeve-hi-vis-polo-shirt-s277-portwest?color=yellow
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Extremely durable work trousers with knee pad 
pockets and triple stitched seams on the leg and 
crotch area.

Work Trousers with
Kneepad Pockets 13079-230

Smart, comfortable and functional women’s work 
trousers, crafted with Dickies Flex technology 

which ensures maximum freedom of movement. 
Includes knee pad pockets.

Women’s Everyday 
Flex Trousers 

Uneek waterproof softshell jacket with a warm 
microfleece lining. Designed to be windproof and 
waterproof with a contemporary fit.

UX10 Printable
Softshell Jacket

The classic trademark logo Caterpillar t-shirt offers 
all-day comfort and durability. Made with a wire 
management loop on the back of the next for 
added job site safety.

Classic Trademark
Logo T-Shirt CAT

Premium work jacket made of polyester with 
a soft super microfleece lining, a fleece-lined 

collar and insulated sleeves. Ideal for cold 
working conditions.

Waterproof Work 
Jacket UC620

Simplified product catalogue

WORK T-SHIRTS

WORK JACKETS

Modern softshell jacket made from breathable 
polyester with warm fleece on the inner side. 
Features zippable storable pockets, including 
a chest pocket.

Work Softshell Jacket 
20102-253

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/work-trousers-with-kneepad-pockets-13079-230?color=dark-anthraciteblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/women-s-everyday-flex-trousers-dickies?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/ux10-printable-softshell-jacket-uneek?color=bottle-green
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/classic-trademark-logo-t-shirt-cat?color=dark-heather-grey
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/waterproof-work-jacket-uc620-uneek?color=deep-greyblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/work-softshell-jacket-20102-253-mascot?color=dark-navy
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The perfect workwear t-shirt. Unrivalled in terms of 
comfort and value for money.

Turin Premium 
Work T-Shirt B195

Designed with plenty of storage pockets, 
adjustable cuffs and an elasticated waist for 
maximum freedom of movement.

Men’s Everyday
Coverall

The Lynton Class 2 superior hi-vis waistcoat is 
designed with comfortable deep armholes, a large 
area for printing and multiple storage pockets.

Lynton Superior 
Hi-Vis Vest Class 2

Plain t-shirt made of 100% cotton with a 
crewneck design. Reactive dye helps prevent 

the colour from fading.

Classic Cotton 
Work T-Shirt UC301

High quality zip Portwest coveralls. The perfect 
mix of functionality and professionalism.

Liverpool Zip
Coverall

Ansell medium duty chemical protective disposable 
coveralls that offer type 3/4/5 protection. Extremely 
lightweight, yet durable.

AlphaTec 2300 Disposable 
Coveralls Model 132

Simplified product catalogue

VESTS

COVERALLS

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/turin-premium-work-t-shirt-b195?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/men-s-everyday-coverall-dickies?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/lynton-superior-hi-vis-vest-class-2-leo-workwear?color=yellow|orange
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/classic-cotton-work-t-shirt-uc301-uneek?color=red
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/liverpool-zip-coverall?color=navy
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/alphatec-2300-disposable-coveralls-model-132?color=yellow
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Safeguru has something to suit 
all industries and professionals, 
including work polo shirts, cotton 
t-shirts, work trousers and shorts, 
fleece jumpers, softshell jackets, 
coats, hi-vis clothing, and more.

9 .

HEALTHCARE UNIFORMS

The Berlin Executive high visibility vest has a 
revolutionary design that is both lightweight and 
functional. It includes multiple storage pockets and a 
clear ID pocket for security cards and passes.

Berlin Executive 
Hi-Vis Vest S476

Sleeveless high visibility vest certified to 
EN 471 (class 2). Made of 100% polyester. 

Suitable for all industries.

Hi-Vis Vest 
UC801

Dickies ESD Signature unisex V-neck scrub top. 
Designed with a useful chest pocket for keeping 
your valuables close, a bar-tacked pencil slot 
and side vents.

Unisex V-Neck 
Scrub Top 83706

Cherokee Originals V-neck scrub top for women 
with a traditional classic fit, dolman sleeves and 

a flattering V-neck.

Women’s V-Neck 
Scrub Top 4700

Unisex V-neck short sleeve scrub top from the 
Cherokee originals range. Designed with a handy 
chest pocket for keeping your valuables close.

Unisex V-Neck Scrub Tunic 
Cherokee Originals 4777

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/classic-cotton-work-t-shirt-uc301-uneek?color=red
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/workwear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/berlin-executive-hi-vis-vest-portwest-s476?color=red
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/hi-vis-vest-uc801-uneek-clothing?color=yellow
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/unisex-v-neck-scrub-top-dickies-83706?color=navy
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/women-s-v-neck-scrub-top-4700-cherokee?color=navy
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/unisex-v-neck-scrub-tunic-cherokee-originals-4777?color=navy
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SAFETY
FOOTWEAR

Simplified product catalogue

The Striver S3 lace up steel toe boot offers 200 
joules of toe protection. Designed with a premium 
water-resistant leather upper and a puncture 
resistant steel midsole.

Striver S3
Safety Boots

Tough Powerplant dealer boots made with a 
Goodyear Welted construction and a premium 

leather upper. Features a steel toe cap and a heat 
resistant outsole. Maximum protection and comfort.

Powerplant Dealer 
Safety Boots

One of the most comfortable and sturdy steel 
toe boots on the market. Offers 200 joules of toe 
protection, a steel midsole, slip resistance and an 
energy absorbing heel.

Steelite Protector S1P 
Safety Boots

These composite toe safety shoes from Safety 
Jogger are made with a smooth water-resistant 
upper and a heat-resistant outsole that resists 
temperatures up to 300°C.

Low-Cut ESD
Safety Shoes X330

Safety footwear is an essential piece of personal 
protective equipment in practically all industries.

The type of protection required varies depending 
on the nature of the job.

SAFETY BOOTS

SAFETY SHOES

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/safety-footwear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/striver-s3-safety-boots-caterpillar?color=honey
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/safety-dealer-boots-fs128-amblers?color=brown
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/steelite-protector-s1p-safety-boots?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/low-cut-esd-safety-shoes-x330-safety-jogger?color=black
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Safeguru offers a wide range 
of high quality and comfortable 
safety footwear, including safety 
shoes, boots and safety trainers.

Durable and lightweight safety trainers. Designed 
with a shock-absorbing heel and slip-resistant 
soles. Completely metal-free with a fibreglass 
safety toe cap and penetration resistant midsole.

Puma Blaze Knit Low Top 
Safety Trainers S1P

Executive style leather safety shoes, ideal for 
industrial office wear and uniform. Designed with 
a protective steel toe, non-metal anti-penetration 
midsole and an antistatic PU outsole.

Smart Safety Shoes 
Amblers FS45

11 .

SAFETY TRAINERS

Skechers Work Relaxed Fit: Nampa Wyola SR 
lace-up work shoes feature a slip-resistant rubber 
outsole and a cushioned memory foam insole for 
maximum comfort.

Women’s Nampa Wyola SR 
Work Trainers 77235EC

Lightweight safety shoes for women in a modern 
style. Crafted with nubuck leather, a PU padded 
collar and a durable, anti-static rubber outsole.

Sophie FS706 Women’s 
Safety Trainers

Extremely slip resistant SRC safety shoes with 
S2 steel toe cap. Perfect for medical and food 

industries. Easy to clean microfibre upper.

Steelite S2 Slip On
Safety Shoes FW81

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/puma-blaze-knit-low-top-safety-trainers-s1p?color=blue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/smart-safety-shoes-amblers-fs45?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/safety-footwear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/safety-dealer-boots-fs128-amblers?color=brown
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/women-s-nampa-wyola-sr-work-trainers-77235ec-skechers?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/sophie-fs706-women-s-safety-trainers-amblers?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/steelite-s2-slip-on-safety-shoes-fw81?color=black
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HEAD 
PROTECTION

When it comes to buying personal protective 
equipment, head protection like safety helmets or 
hard hats are very important to consider and are 
compulsory in many sectors.

Explore our wide range of certified safety helmets 
to find the best head protection for your industry.

The Curro hard hat with chin strap has been 
specially designed for use when working at height, 
in confined spaces and emergencies.

Curro Safety Helmet 
with Chin Strap

Fully enclosed shell making, ideal for electrical 
work. Designed with a suspension harness and 
wheel ratchet for continuous width adjustment to 
guarantee comfort and optimum fit.

Pheos E-S-WR 
Safety Helmet

Climax 5-RG hard hat offers protection from 
electrical discharges and prevents head injuries 

and impacts from falling objects like stones, 
bricks and roofing tiles.

Climax 5-RG Toothed 
Wheel Safety Helmet

Mid peak JSP hard hat with ventilation and slip 
ratchet adjustment system, with a 6-point terylene 

cradle harness for maximum comfort.

EVO 3 Vented Safety 
Helmet- Slip Ratchet

Simplified product catalogue

SAFETY HELMETS

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/head-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/climax-5-rg-toothed-wheel-safety-helmet?color=blue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/pheos-e-s-wr-safety-helmet-uvex?color=yellow
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/climax-5-rg-toothed-wheel-safety-helmet?color=azul
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/evo-3-vented-safety-helmet-jsp-slip-ratchet?color=white
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Safeguru offers a selection of high 
quality, comfortable and lightweight 
safety helmets as well as bump 
caps for lower-risk industries and 
helmets for working at height.

It protects against impacts and designed using 
JSP Evolution head protection technology. Made 

with an integrated over-spec that is easy to 
deploy and adjust.

EVO VISTAlens
Safety Helmet

The VISTAshield JSP helmet protects against 
impacts and is designed using JSP Evolution head 
protection technology. Made with an integrated face 
shield that is easy to deploy and adjust.

EVO VISTAshield 
Safety Helmet

The u-cap sport bump cap significantly reduces 
the risk of injury and provides effective head 
protection in environments where safety helmets 
are not compulsory.

U-Cap Sport
Bump Cap

The VisiLite LED illumination system enhances 
visibility up to a distance of 50m. It offers three 
lighting modes to suit the user’s needs and is 

easily rechargeable with USB. 

VisiLite LED Safety 
Helmet light system

The EVO quick release linesman harness is a 
4-point chin strap that attaches to all JSP Evolution 
safety helmets for enhanced safety and a secure fit.

EVO Quick Release 
Helmet Chin Strap

13 .

CAPS AND ACCESSORIES

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/head-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/evo-vistalens-safety-helmet-jsp?color=whitesmoke
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/evo-vistashield-safety-helmet-jsp?color=whitesmoke
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/visilite-led-safety-helmet-light-system-jsp?color=clear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/evo-quick-release-helmet-chin-strap?color=black
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RESPIRATORY
PROTECTION

Respiratory protection or RPE has become a 
necessity for everyone and not just for industries 
and workplaces with risks to the respiratory system.

Respirator masks are used with interchangeable 
filters and offer protection against dangerous 
substances that could cause damage to the 
respiratory system.

3M 4251+ Maintenance Free Gas/Vapour and 
Particulate Respirator ready-to-use respirator with 
an integrated cartridge and filters.

4251+ Half Mask
FFA1P2 R D

Moldex Series 7000 half mask respirator with an 
EasyLock filter system. Made with a soft, durable and 
lightweight TPE body. Designed to fit all face shapes 
and sizes comfortably.

EasyLock Half Mask 
Respirator Series 7000

Its four-point harness design provides a great 
fit and features aTyphoon valve that helps 
to reduce breathing resistance as well as 

moisture and heat build-up

Force 8
Respirator Mask

Ready-to-use Moldex 543001 half-mask 
respirator with integrated filters that protect 

against particulates, acid and ammonia gases, 
and organic and inorganic gases and vapours.

Compact Respirator 
Mask FFABEK1 P3 R D

Simplified product catalogue

REUSABLE MASKS

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/respiratory-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/3m-4251-half-mask-ffa1p2-r-d?color=blue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/easylock-half-mask-respirator-series-7000-moldex?color=greyblue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/compact-respirator-mask-ffabek1-p3-r-d-moldex?color=greyblue
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Always look for certified, high-quality 
respirator masks and filters as they 
provide the most safety and durability 
with a higher return on investment.
Safeguru offers a variety of full-face 
respirators and half-mask respirators.

The EasyLock P3 R filter easily mounts to 7000 and 
9000 Series half-mask respirator bodies. Designed 
with an AirWave long-life filter, offers low breathing 
resistance and high absorption capacity.

EasyLock P3 R Particulate 
Filter - Pack of 12

The A2P3 JSP Press To Check filters offer protection 
against organic gases and vapours, as well as solid 
and liquid particles.

JSP Press To Check 
Filters A2P3 - Pair

The P3 JSP Press To Check Dust filters can be 
used with the JSP Force 8 half mask respirator and 
Force 10 full face respirator mask to offer protection 
against solid and liquid particles.

JSP Press To Check P3
Dust Filters - Pair

EasyLock combined gas and particulate filter for 
Series 7000 and 9000 respirator masks. The 

filters are not permanently connected together and 
each can be replaced individually as needed.

Pre-Assembled EasyLock 
Gas and Particulate Filters

The ABEK1P3 JSP Press To Check filters offer 
protection against: organic, inorganic, acid 

and ammonia vapours and gases and solid 
and liquid particulates.

JSP Press To Check
Filters ABEK1P3 - Pair

15 .

FILTERS AND CARTIDGES

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/easylock-p3-r-particulate-filter-pack-of-12?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/jsp-press-to-check-filters-a2p3-pair?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/jsp-press-to-check-p3-dust-filters-pair?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/pre-assembled-easylock-gas-and-particulate-filters?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/jsp-press-to-check-filters-abek1p3-pair?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/respiratory-protection
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HEARING
PROTECTION

These reusable ear plugs fit comfortably in the ear 
canal and provide 32 dB SNR. Designed with a PVC 
cord that can be broken in case of entrapment for 
increased safety.

Maxifit Pro Corded
Ear Plugs SNR 32dB

X-fit disposable corded ear plugs. Offers 
maximum isolation and optimum comfort.

X-fit 37 dB
Corded Ear Plug

200 pairs of comfortable disposable ear 
plugs made of soft and durable PU foam.

Provides 36 dB of attenuation.

PU Foam Ear Plugs SNR 
36dB Portwest EP02

Washable and reusable ear plugs with a ribbed 
design that guarantees high levels of user comfort. 
Made of soft TPE material. PocketPak storage 
container included.

Reusable Comets Ear Plugs 
SNR 25 dB - 50 Pairs

Simplified product catalogue

In industries where noise exposure is higher than 
85 decibels, the use of hearing protection is more 
than just a recommendation.

Constant exposure to loud noise without 
protection can cause irreversible damage to the 
auditory system.

EAR PLUGS

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/hearing-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/maxifit-pro-corded-ear-plugs-snr-32-jsp?color=yellowblue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/x-fit-37-db-corded-ear-plugs-uvex?color=lime-green
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/pu-foam-ear-plugs-snr-36-portwest-ep02?color=orange
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/reusable-comets-ear-plugs-snr-25-db-50-pairs?color=greenblue
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Safeguru provides a range of 
comfortable ear defenders (also 
known as ear muffs) from leading 
brands, including Moldex and 
JSP ear defenders.

3M PELTOR Optime III SNR 35dB is a super-muff 
and has been developed for use in extremely noisy 
environments.

3M PELTOR Optime III 
Ear Defenders 35dB

3M PELTOR Optime II SNR 31dB has been 
developed for demanding noise-hazard 

environments and muffles even extremely low 
frequencies to a maximum degree.

3M PELTOR Optime II 
Ear Defenders 31dB

Comfortable Sonis ear muffs with adjustable 
steel arms and an over-moulded headband with 
ventilation. Attenuation of 27 dB SNR.

Sonis 1 Ear Defenders
SNR 27dB

High quality Moldex safety ear muffs, designed 
with comfortable ear cushions and a padded 
headband. Extremely lightweight and flexible. 

Offers high noise protection of 34 dB (SNR).

M5 Ear Defenders
SNR 34 dB

3M PELTOR Optime I SNR 27dB is very versatile 
protection, characterised by its lightness. It 
combines a low profile with generous inside depth.

3M PELTOR Optime I Ear 
Defenders 27dB

17 .

EAR DEFENDERS

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/3m-peltor-optime-iii-ear-defenders-35db?color=blackred
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/3m-peltor-optime-ii-ear-defenders-31db?color=green
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/sonis-1-ear-defenders-snr-27-jsp?color=dark-greygreen
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/m5-ear-defenders-snr-34-db-moldex?color=bluegreen
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/3m-peltor-optime-i-ear-defenders-27db?color=yellow
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/hearing-protection
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SAFETY
GLOVES

The HyFlex 11-800 Ansell gloves have been setting 
the standard for 20 years and now they’re designed 
to be even more comfortable. Offers great dexterity, 
comfort and flexibility.

HyFlex 11-800
Work Gloves - 12 Pairs

Multi-purpose HyFlex gloves, designed in a light 
tone that helps ensure quality processes and 

avoids cross-contamination.
Excellent for precision handling.

HyFlex 48-100
Safety Gloves - 12 Pairs

The perfect combination of flexibility and 
dexterity. These comfortable safety gloves 
are lightweight, have a super-thin feel and 

are made with a strong latex coating.

Ninja Flex
Work Gloves

Multi-purpose gloves, designed in black to help 
mask dirt, extend the glove life and ultimately 
reduce waste. Excellent for precision handling.

HyFlex 48-101 
Safety Gloves - 12 Pairs

Simplified product catalogue

The use of protective gloves or safety gloves is 
becoming increasingly common in most sectors 
and industries.

Exposure of any risk to the hands, no matter how 
small, requires a specialised work glove.

WORK GLOVES

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/safety-gloves
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/hyflex-11-800-work-gloves-12-pairs?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/hyflex-48-100-safety-gloves-12-pairs?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/ninja-flex-work-gloves-skytec?color=redgrey
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/hyflex-48-101-safety-gloves-12-pairs?color=black
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Hand protection is very diverse 
and the type of protection 
required depends on each 
activity, for example, light-duty 
disposable gloves are typically 
used in the healthcare or food 
preparation industries.

A big tough glove for a rough tough life. The 
Ansell ActivArmr Hycron 27-607 heavy duty 

gloves offer superior resistance to abrasions 
and sharp materials.

ActivArmr Hycron 27-607 
Safety Gloves - 12 Pairs

Ansell TouchNTuff disposable nitrile gloves with 
enhanced chemical splash protection. Made with 
TNT chemical splash resistance technology.

TouchNTuff 92-600 Disposable 
Nitrile Gloves - Box of 100 units

Food safe, blue nitrile chemical gloves with a 
soft flock lining and textured palm. An excellent 
combination of comfort and chemical protection.

Frisco Chemical
Resistant Gloves

19 .

Excellent chemical protection work gloves 
with a good level of grip, flexibility and 

comfort. Certified food safe.

AlphaTec 37-676 Chemical 
Resistant Gloves - 12 Pairs

Ultra-lightweight level C cut resistant safety gloves, 
made with a durable PU coating that is perfect for 
handling small parts. Fits like a second skin.

Sapphire Aero Cut 
Resistant Gloves

CHEMICAL RESISTANT

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/activarmr-hycron-27-607-safety-gloves-12-pairs?color=white
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/touchntuff-92-600-disposable-nitrile-gloves-box-of-100-units?color=green
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/frisco-chemical-resistant-gloves-skytec?color=blue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/alphatec-37-676-chemical-resistant-gloves-12-pairs?color=green
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/sapphire-aero-cut-resistant-gloves-skytec?color=greyblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/safety-gloves
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EYE
PROTECTION

These Uvex over-spec glasses offer optimal 
protection for anyone who wears prescription 
glasses. Made with an extremely comfortable 

design that doesn’t restrict vision.

Super OTG Safety 
Overglasses

Pilot 2 Bollé safety goggles with exclusive anti-
fog and anti-scratch PLATINUM treatment. Offers 
unequalled adaptability and comfort.

Pilot 2 Safety Goggles 
Bollé PILOPSI

JSP transparent face shield. It does not restrict 
movement and is very comfortable to wear for long 
periods of time.

Industrial
Faceshield

Simplified product catalogue

Eyesight is one of the most relied upon senses 
when performing any kind of activity, especially in 
the workplace.

Eye protection is essential in many industries and 
because it’s often used for long periods, comfort 
and protection are key.

SAFETY GOGGLES

FACESHIELDS

https://safeguru.co.uk/category/eye-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/super-otg-safety-overglasses?color=blue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/pilot-2-safety-goggles-bolle-pilopsi?color=clear
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/industrial-faceshield-jsp?color=clear
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When choosing the correct type of 
protective eyewear it’s vital to take 
into account the industry, sector and 
risks involved to decide whether safety 
goggles, face shields, safety glasses, 
welding goggles or helmets are 
suitable for the task at hand.

Ultra-sporty and stylish eye protection with co-
injected, extremely flexible temples and adjustable 
non-slip nose bridge to guarantee a comfortable fit.

RUSH+ Smoke
Safety Glasses

Uvex safety glasses with a modern design 
and x-tended eyeshield that offers increased 

protection against particles, dust and dirt.

i-5 UVEX
Safety Glasses

Uvex Sportstyle safety glasses stand for a new 
generation of innovative eye protection, they 
are extremely lightweight and offer maximum 
functionality and safety.

Sportstyle
Safety Glasses

The TRACKER II model offers protection against all 
mechanical risks. These Bollé safety glasses stand out 
for their comfort and lightness.

TRACKER II Smoke
Safety Glasses

Sturdy, protective and stylish Bollé safety glasses. 
Maximum comfort with a lightweight frame and a 

non-slip nose bridge to ensure a secure fit.

CONTOUR II
Safety Glasses
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SAFETY GLASSES

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/rush-smoke-safety-glasses-bolle?color=black|red
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/i-5-safety-glasses-uvex?color=greyblue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/sportstyle-safety-glasses-uvex?color=limeblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/tracker-ii-smoke-safety-glasses-bolle?color=blacksmoke
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/contour-ii-safety-glasses-bolle?color=bronze|clear
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/eye-protection
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Climax MaxiPro fall arrest harness with anchoring 
points on the back and chest. Includes 2 side 

buckles on the positioning belt.

MaxiPro
Fall Arrest Harness

FALL
PROTECTION

Comfortable 1-point safety harness, designed with a 
close-fit that does not restrict movement. Conforms 
EN 361 standards.

Spartan 1-Point
Fall Arrest Harness

Comfortable 2-point safety harness, designed 
with a close-fit that does not restrict movement. 

Conforms EN 361 standards.

Spartan 2-Point
Fall Arrest Harness

Comfortable 3-point safety harness, designed with a 
close-fit that does not restrict movement. Conforms EN 
361 standards.

Spartan 3-Point
Fall Arrest Harness

Simplified product catalogue

When working at height, it’s vital to use professional 
equipment that is high quality, offers maximum 
comfort and complies with safety regulations.

Any type of height-related accident has a high 
probability of causing irreversible injury or even 
death.

SAFETY HARNESSES

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/maxipro-fall-arrest-harness?color=redblack
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/fall-protection
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/spartan-1-point-fall-arrest-harness-jsp?color=blackred
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/spartan-2-point-fall-arrest-harness-jsp?color=blackred
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/spartan-3-point-fall-arrest-harness-jsp?color=blackred
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All the height safety and fall protection 
equipment you need for working at 
height safely.
Safeguru offers top quality safety 
harnesses, carabiners, tool lanyards, 
fall arrest equipment, etc.

Ergonomic 2 point harness with a sliding dorsal 
D-Ring. Designed with an adjustable waist, 
chest and legs to ensure an excellent fit and 
wearer comfort.

2 Point Comfort Full
Body Harness FP14

The JSP single tool lanyard is made of highly visible 
and stretchable 16mm tubular webbing. It can safely 
hold tools and objects up to 10kg.

Single Tool
Lanyard

Symmetric steel carabiner designed to connect 
the various components of a fall protection or 
restraining system and to connect the entire 

system to the anchorage point.

Screw Lock
Carabiner Climax 30

The JSP Spartan 2m twin tail safety lanyard is made 
of polyester, it features a shock absorber with a fall 
indicator and includes one screw gate karabiner and 
two scaffold hook connectors.

Spartan 2m Twin Tail 
Fall Arrest Lanyard

Extremely lightweight 2 point harness with a sliding 
dorsal D-Ring. Designed with two chest loops and 

an adjustable quick-release chest strap.

2 Point Full
Body Harness FP12
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ACCESSORIES

https://safeguru.co.uk/product/2-point-comfort-full-body-harness-fp14-portwest?color=redblue
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/single-tool-lanyard-jsp?color=orange
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/screw-lock-carabiner-climax-30?color=grey
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/spartan-2m-twin-tail-fall-arrest-lanyard-jsp?color=black
https://safeguru.co.uk/product/2-point-full-body-harness-fp12-portwest?color=redblue
https://safeguru.co.uk/category/fall-protection
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